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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The humoral immune system of rabbit has been shown to utilize a very limited number 
of V H• D and JH gene segments in generating the primary antibody repertoire. It has previously 
been shown that rabbit utilizes the D proximal VH gene segment, VHl, in over 70% of VDJ gene 
rearrangements. In addition only five D and two JH gene segments are used in most of these 
rearrangements. This limited repertoire is further diversified by a gene conversion-like 
mechanism, in addition to somatic point mutation. 
These findings are similar to observations made on repertoire development in chicken and 
sheep. Both of these animals have been shown to utilize a limited number of gene segments 
during VDJ recombination, and they also diversify their VDJ genes by gene-conversion or 
somatic point mutation, respectively. This diversification has been shown to occur in the bursa 
of Fabricius in chicken, and the ileal Peyer's patches in sheep. Both of these lymphoid tissues 
are located in the gut. It has also been proposed that the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) 
of rabbit acts as a 'bursal equivalent' in that undiversified B cells migrate to the GALT and 
diversify their immunoglobulin (lg) genes. 
Based on the previous findings, Knight and Crane proposed a model for the development 
of the rabbit antibody repertoire. They proposed that newly formed B cells migrate from the 
lymphopoietic tissues to the GALT. Once there, these cells interact with bacterial antigen which 
provides a signal for the migrating B cells to proliferate and diversify their lg genes. Following 
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somatic diversification, these cells would leave the GALT and circulate in the periphery, 
providing a fully diverse primary repertoire. This diverse population would then be maintained 
for the life of the rabbit by the self-renewal of these B cells in the periphery. 
In order to examine the role of bacteria in the development of the rabbit antibody 
repertoire, we first examined the antibody repertoire of rabbits raised under germfree conditions. 
During these experiments, we determined that non-germfree rabbits raised outside of our normal 
colony exhibited significant variations in the diversity of their antibody repertoire. We further 
explored this observation, and examined the effects of appendectomy, synthetic milk, and contact 
with normal colony rabbits on antibody diversity. 
3 
Review of Related Literature 
Generation of the rabbit antibody repertoire 
The vertebrate immune system has the unenviable task of defending its host from a 
multitude of invaders, while at the same time avoiding accidental recognition of the host's tissues. 
In order to recognize these foreign antigens, the humoral immune system produces a vast array 
of antibody molecules of varying specificity, estimated at over lxl06 (1). Ontogenetically, the 
first mechanism for developing the antibody repertoire is the recombinatorial joining of 
immunoglobulin (lg) variable region gene segments. Following V, D and J gene rearrangement, 
the variable region may then be diversified by somatic mutation mechanisms such as point 
mutation or gene conversion (2). 
VDJ gene rearrangement. The rabbit lg heavy chain locus contains at least 100 V H gene 
segments, 12 D gene segments, and 6 JH gene segments that span over 800 kb, and are arranged 
in a manner similar to mouse and human (3-5). While lg gene rearrangements in mouse and 
human utilize a variety of VH gene segments, the rabbit utilizes the D proximal VH gene, VHl, 
in 70-903 of its heavy chain rearrangements (6). This is similar to both the heavy and light 
chain loci of chicken in that all of the primary rearrangements utilize one V gene segment (7-8). 
This preferential usage of V H 1 also provided an explanation for the observed allelic inheritance 
of the VHa allotypes al, a2 and a3 (9). The question of whether the predominance of VHl is 
due to preferential rearrangement or selection is yet to be answered, but experiments by Friedman 
et al. demonstrated that more than 703 of VDJ gene rearrangements isolated from newborn 
spleen and bone marrow utilized VHl (5). 
The remaining 10-30 3 of lg molecules lacking the V Ha allotypic marker are termed V Ha 
negative molecules, and the majority of these molecules are classified as VHx or VHY· The 
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germline VHY gene, VHy33, has been cloned but the gene encoding VHx has not (10). 
However, the sequence of germline V Hx32 has been proposed based on the nucleotide sequence 
of V Hx utilizing VDJ genes cloned from a2 suppressed rabbits (10). One other V Ha negative gene, 
V Hz, was found to be rarely utilized in VDJ rearrangements (5). The location of the VHa negative 
genes has not been mapped, but it has been determined that the V Hy33 gene is located at least 48 
kb upstream of VHl (11). Taken together, these data strongly suggest that the antibody 
repertoire of rabbit is derived almost entirely from rearrangement of three VH gene segments; 
VHl, VHx, and VHY· 
As was noted for V H gene usage, preferential usage of D segments has also been observed 
(5). While 11 D gene segments have been cloned, gene segments D2a and D2b were used in 
almost 50% of VDJ rearrangements cloned from either a2 suppressed or newborn rabbits. When 
combined with the usage of D 1, D3, and D5, these results indicate that five D gene segments 
account for over 80% of the VDJ rearrangements examined. In addition to preferential usage of 
specific D gene segments, each of these segments is found in a specific reading frame. Rather 
than utilizing 15 different D regions (5 D gene segments x 3 reading frames) the repertoire is 
composed of 5 D regions, further limiting the diversity of the antibody repertoire. However the 
contribution of multiple reading frames to repertoire development is questionable, as humans 
utilize multiple D reading frames, while the mouse selects specific reading frames (12-13). 
Given the preferential usage of VH and D gene segments, it is of little surprise that there 
is preferential usage of JH gene segments as well. Of the 5 functional JH gene segments identified 
(4-5), JH4 was used in approximately 70% of VDJ gene rearrangements in newborn animals. 
When the JH2 gene segment is considered, these two JH segments account for 90% of VDJ 
rearrangements. Based on all of the above data, there are only about 40 different heavy chain 
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variable regions generated by recombinatorial joining (4 VH segments x 5 D segments x 2 JH 
segments). 
While the previous discussion of VH, D, and JH gene segments suggests that 
recombinatorial joining generates a highly limited repertoire, the insertion of random nucleotides, 
N and P nucleotides, within the VH-D and D-JH junctions increases variability (14). P 
nucleotides are thought to arise from the cleavage of a DNA hairpin intermediate during VDJ 
recombination. N nucleotides are then added to the free DNA ends by the enzyme terminal 
deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT). These insertional changes affect antibody specificity, as they 
code for a region of the antigen binding cleft. In this way, the rabbit is able to surpass the 
limitations on antibody repertoire imposed by decreased recombinatorial joining. For the purposes 
of this study, then, 'limited repertoire' refers to the limited antibody repertoire generated by VDJ 
recombinatorial joining. 
Somatic diversification of VDJ genes. The finding of such a limited heavy chain 
repertoire in rabbit then raised the question of how these lg genes diversified to produce a broad 
antibody repertoire. By comparing the nucleotide sequence of VDJ genes cloned from 4 month-
old rabbits with the germline sequence of V H 1, Becker and Knight demonstrated that rabbits 
diversify their antibody molecules by a gene conversion-like mechanism (15). This is similar 
to the finding by Reynaud and colleagues that both the heavy and lambda light chain loci of 
chicken diversify by gene conversion (8, 16). Gene conversion is a non-reciprocal recombination 
event between a recipient gene and a homologous donor gene. This differs from homologous 
recombination in that the donor sequence remains unchanged. Gene conversion was evident in 
VDJ diversification by the identification of tracts of nucleotides in diversified VDJ which differ 
from the germline V H sequence, but correspond to regions of upstream V H gene segments. The 
role of gene conversion in the diversification of mouse and human VDJ genes is unknown, but 
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a recent report by Xu and Selsing demonstrated that a murine transgene construct containing a 
rearranged VDJ with upstream donor V regions underwent gene conversion (17). While this 
study does not examine if gene conversion has a physiologic role in mouse VDJ diversification, 
it does demonstrate that the cellular machinery required for gene conversion is expressed in 
mouse. 
While gene conversion is responsible for the diversification of the V region in rabbit, 
diversification of the D region has also been observed. It is unlikely that this diversification arises 
by gene conversion, as any possible donor D gene segments are deleted during VDJ 
rearrangement. It has been proposed that the D region instead is diversified by point mutation 
mechanisms. This is similar to sheep which also diversify their entire V region by means of 
somatic point mutation, but not gene conversion (18). It now appears that rabbit, chicken, 
and sheep use varying degrees of gene conversion and point mutation to diversify their primary 
VDJ gene rearrangements (19). 
Timecourse of diversification of VDJ genes. Because we know that rabbit antibody 
molecules are initially undiversified but then somatically diversify, the question of the timecourse 
of this diversification must be addressed. Chicken and sheep diversify their antibodies prior to 
birth, presumably in the absence of exogenous antigen (19). Initial studies in rabbit indicated that 
VDJ rearrangements from newborns were mostly undiversified, but diversification increased over 
the following two months (5,11). Further studies in normal rabbits indicate that diversification 
begins at about two weeks of age (20). 
Bursa! equivalence 
Chicken B cells formed during embryogenesis complete lg gene rearrangement and 
migrate to the bursa of Fabricius for further development (21). The bursa is a branching of 
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the chicken gut which develops large lymphoid follicles. Fetal B cells which have undergone 
primary rearrangement migrate to the bursa, where they proliferate and undergo diversification 
by gene conversion. In this way, the chicken creates its diverse antibody repertoire. This process 
is completed within the first weeks of life, and the bursa involutes at about 4 to 6 months of age 
(21). 
Experimental treatments have demonstrated the role of the bursa in the development of 
the repertoire. Removal of the bursa during the early embryonic stages results in mature B cells 
in the periphery, but these cells lack the degree of diversity observed in adults (22). Further, 
bursectomy at embryonic day 18 (chicken gestation is 21 days) produces a B cell deficiency. This 
is thought to result from a loss of most of the B cell precursors present in the bursa at the time 
of surgery. 
With the discovery of the role of the chicken bursa, searches began in other animals for 
a 'bursal equivalent'. It appears that the ileal Peyer's patches (IPP) of sheep may be such an 
organ. Both the chicken bursa and the sheep IPP share similar histological features. It has been 
demonstrated that newly formed B cells home to the IPP, and diversify their antibody genes by 
somatic mutation (18). As noted in the chicken bursa, the sheep IPP is infiltrated with 
lymphocytes prior to birth, presumably in the absence of exposure to exogenous antigens. The 
sheep IPP also involutes at 3 to 18 months after birth. 
A search for a bursal equivalent was also conducted in rabbit (23). Histologically, 
the rabbit gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) resembles the chicken bursa. The rabbit GALT 
is composed of the appendix, Peyer's patches, and the sacculus rotundus (a sack at the ilieo-cecal 
junction). Early studies in animals with surgically removed GALT revealed a decreased antibody 
response in these rabbits (24). Recent preliminary work by Mage and colleagues has 
strengthened the proposal that the GALT, and more specifically the appendix, functions as the 
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bursal equivalent in rabbit (25). The authors found that the appendix develops a follicular 
structure similar to chicken and sheep at about 6 weeks of age. This is in contrast to the other 
species studied, in which their tissues developed lymphoid follicles prior to birth. While the rabbit 
appendix does not involute, its lymphoid structure changes to resemble a secondary lymphoid 
organ at about 5 months of age. Most interestingly, these authors also detected somatic 
diversification occurring within the follicles of the appendix, presumably by both gene conversion 
and somatic mutation. While not conclusive, these studies provide strong evidence that the rabbit 
GALT functions as a bursal equivalent. 
A model of rabbit repertoire development 
In 1994, Knight and Crane proposed a model for the development of the rabbit antibody 
repertoire (11). In essence, their model proposes that B cells undergo lg gene rearrangement and 
migrate to the GALT. Here, the cells undergo VDJ diversification and then exit to the periphery. 
This diversified population of B cells then becomes the functional repertoire in the periphery. 
Initially, developing B cells in the fetal liver, omentum and bone marrow would undergo 
their primary lg gene rearrangements. During this time in the lymphopoietic tissues, these pro-B 
and pre-B cells (B22Q+, µ) would rearrange their VDJ genes and would also undergo D reading 
frame selection, possibly by interaction of some molecule with a Dµ (D-J-Cµ) complex on the 
surface of the developing B cell (26). As to what molecule these developing B cells would 
be selected upon is unknown. However, the end result of this process would be the selective 
survival of developing B cells utilizing specific D region reading frames (13). These mature, yet 
naive B cells would then exit the lymphopoietic tissues, forming the 'neonatal' repertoire. As 
recombinatorial joining contributes very little to antibody diversity in rabbit, this population 
would presumably provide a very limited antibody repertoire for the host. 
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These naive circulating B cells would then migrate to the GALT. The marker which 
would signal B cells to home to the GALT is unknown, but bacterial antigens have been proposed 
as a possible signal. This bacterial interaction would provide a positive signal to these B cells to 
enter the follicles. Here, the B cells would proliferate and undergo somatic mutation by both gene 
conversion and possibly point mutation. The diversified repertoire formed by this mutation is then 
the functional primary repertoire. 
Bacteria have been implicated in the development of the rabbit humoral response through 
studies involving germfree rabbits. Investigators found decreased immune responses in germfree 
rabbits (27). Further work by these authors demonstrated that all of the GALT tissues from 
germfree rabbits exhibited decreased cellularity and few follicles. In addition, the appendix and 
sacculus rotundus failed to develop germinal centers by three months of age (28). As the 
uterus is considered sterile during gestation, bacterial antigens would not be present in the rabbit 
gut until after birth, thereby delaying the development of the repertoire until after birth. One 
prediction of this model would be that newborn rabbits would not be immunocompetent at birth, 
as their B cells would not have had time to interact with bacterial antigens and diversify their 
antibody repertoire. Indeed, newborn rabbits fail to produce their own antibody until 2 weeks of 
age. Coincidentally, this is about the time that the GALT begins to acquire its follicular structure. 
Until this development was complete, these newborn animals would be protected by passive 
immunity from their mother's milk. 
The diversified, yet naive population of B cells exiting the GALT would recirculate into 
the periphery, where they would function normally in the recognition of foreign antigens. This 
diversified population would then self-renew in the periphery to maintain this diverse antibody 
repertoire over the lifetime of the animal. The self-renewing capability of this mature B cell 
population has been based primarily on two findings. First, Raman and colleagues demonstrated 
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that all rabbit B cells are CD5 positive (29), and it has been shown that mouse B cells of this 
phenotype self-renew (30-31). If rabbit CD5+ B cells function similarly to their murine 
counterparts, they might self-renew in the periphery. Secondly, it has been proposed that there 
is limited lymphopoiesis in the adult rabbit (20). This being the case, a self-renewing population 
would be necessary to maintain a population of B cells in the periphery. Additionally, if GALT 
is required for the diversification of the antibody repertoire, then any lymphopoiesis in the adult 
rabbit would necessitate a functional GALT to diversify any newly formed B cells. As previously 
mentioned, the follicular character of the appendix changes at approximately 5 months of age, 
which may be the equivalent to the involution of the chicken bursa. 
Animals 
CHAPTER 2 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Domestic rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus) of known VHa allotype were bred and 
maintained in our colony at Loyola University Medical Center. 
Production of Germfree Rabbits 
Germfree rabbits were raised in a portable isolation unit (courtesy of Dr. Julian Pleasants, 
American Biogenetic Sciences, Inc.) (32). Briefly, the isolator consists of an inflatable vinyl 
cube with a dual-door airlock and elbow-length gloves mounted in opposing walls. Sterile filters 
over both the air intake and outlet maintain sterile air flow from the blower unit to the isolator's 
interior. A constant temperature of 30°C is maintained in the isolator until the rabbits grow fur. 
The unit is loaded with all necessary equipment, except sterile rabbit chow, prior to 
sterilization of the unit. The following items are either supplied sterile or are non-autoclavable 
and are loaded without prior sterilization; two collapsible plexiglass animal cages, canned puppy 
milk replacer (Esbilac), bottled sterile water, sterile L broth in 15 ml screw-cap tubes, Ketamine 
HCl, syringes, scalpel blades, and sutures. Small animal nursing bottles and nipples cannot be 
autoclaved and instead are boiled for a total of 8 hours prior to loading in the isolator. The 
remaining items are double-bagged and autoclaved 3X for 30 minutes over a two day period; 
cloth hand towels, gauze, sterile swabs, large forceps, and a plastic mouse cage. Once the 
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chamber is loaded, the outer door of the airlock is sealed and the unit is sterilized with an aerosol 
of 5% peracetic acid (FMC, Inc.) and allowed to stand overnight (33). This acid decomposes 
to an acetic acid solution and carbon dioxide upon standing. The following day sterile air is 
blown through the unit for 24 hours prior to the introduction of rabbits. 
As materials are brought into the isolator throughout the experiment, sterility checks are 
performed on a weekly basis. Sterile cotton swabs are used to sample the animals, food, and 
surfaces within the isolator. Test swabs are added to tubes of sterile L broth, removed from the 
isolator, and cultured at 37°C overnight. The following day the overnight cultures are struck out 
onto L plates and again incubated overnight. In addition, screening for anaerobes is carried out 
under similar conditions utilizing thioglycolate medium incubated under anaerobic conditions. A 
breach in sterility is determined by growth on the bacterial plates or within the anaerobic broth 
culture, respectively. 
Once the isolator is prepared and confirmed sterile, newborn rabbits are introduced into 
the isolator. Pregnant females are injected intramuscularly with 31 mg of progesterone on days 
28, 29, and 30 post-mating. On day 31, the pregnant doe is anesthetized and a hysterectomy is 
performed by clamping of the uterus at both the cervical and tubal ends and cutting free the 
uterus. The rest of the procedure is critically timed such that no more than 8 minutes elapse from 
the time the uterus is clamped until the pups begin to breathe. Once removed, the uterus is rinsed 
in disinfectant (1: 10 Quatsyl 256, National Laboratories) and then immersed in disinfectant for 
precisely 2 minutes. The uterus is then introduced into the isolator by way of a sterile connecting 
sleeve spanning between a 10 gallon disinfectant tank and the outer door of the airlock. Once 
inside, the pups are cut free from the uterus, cleaned, and stimulated to breathe by toe pinch. 
Animals to be raised outside of the isolator as controls are placed in the airlock at the end of 
surgery and removed as the connector sleeve is removed. Control animals are housed adjacent 
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to the isolator and are raised similarly to those in the isolator, with the exception of receiving 
non-sterile distilled tap water. 
The animals are fed twice daily beginning 24 hours after delivery. Newborns are hand 
fed puppy milk replacer (Esbilac) using a small animal nursing bottle with a rubber nipple. 
During feeding, the rabbits are held on their back, head slightly lower than the rest of the body. 
The bottle is held at an acute angle relative to the plane of the body, such that the nipple is 
slightly bent against the roof of the mouth. The rabbits are fed in this manner up until 4 weeks 
of age, and are allowed to drink as much as wanted during the two feedings. 
Beginning in the fifth week, the amount of milk given to each animal is reduced by about 
20% daily, such that the animals receive no milk by the end of the week. Instead sterile rabbit 
chow (Purina) and sterile water are provided to wean the animals. The rabbit chow is sterilized 
using a high-pressure autoclave (Dr. Kim, Chicago Medical School) which draws a vacuum (28 
mm Hg) prior to the 15 minute autoclave cycle. For loading, the canister containing the rabbit 
chow is connected to the isolator via a sterile 4 foot connector sleeve and the food is transferred 
into the chamber. The animals are observed for evidence that they are indeed eating and drinking. 
Cecal Ligation 
Rabbits of 8-12 days of age were anesthetized with 40 mg Ketamine HCl prior to surgery. 
The cecum was ligated with non-absorptive sutures such that the lumen of the cecum is occluded, 
but the arterial flow into the cecum is not affected (34). The ligation was located at the 5th 
segment of the cecum proximal to the appendix as illustrated in Figure 1. 
Appendix 









Rabbits of 8-12 days of age were anesthetized with 40 mg Ketamine HCl prior to surgery. 
The appendix was ligated at the cecal-appendix junction, and the appendix cut free. 
RNA lsolation/cDNA Synthesis 
Peripheral blood was drawn from the ear veins of rabbits ranging from 8 weeks to 6 
months of age. Peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) were isolated by centrifugation at 2000 rpm 
for 20 minutes, followed by removal of the buffy coat with a pasteur pipet. Residual red blood 
cells were destroyed by hypotonic lysis in 0. lX phosphate buffered saline (35). PBL were 
then lysed in guanidinium isothiocyanate buffer (4 M guanidinium isothiocyanate, 0.025 M 
sodium acetate, 0.14 M 2-mercaptoethanol). Total RNA was isolated by layering the lysate over 
5.7 M CsCl followed by ultracentrifugation at 35,000 rpm at 18°C. cDNA was synthesized from 
3 µg of total RNA using oligo-dT as a primer in a 20 µl synthesis reaction composed of 5X 
MMLV transcription buffer (Gibco; 0.25 M Tris-HCI (pH 8.3), 0.375 M KCl, 15 mM MgC12) 
with 1 µM dithiothreitol, 600 U of Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase, and 30 
U Rnasin (Promega). The synthesis reaction was carried out by primer annealing for 7 minutes 
at 72°C followed by 45 minutes of synthesis at 42°C. 
PCR Amplification 
Rearranged VDJ genes were PCR amplified from cDNA (36) (5 µg) using a 5' VH 
primer (VHB; 5'-CTGCAGCTCTGGCACAGGAGCTC-3') corresponding to a conserved region 
upstream of the translational start site and 3' µ primer (µ; 5 ' -
TCAGGATTCGGAGACGAGCGGGTACAGAGT-3')correspondingtocodons6-16ofCµl. The 
amplification reaction was carried out in a final volume of 100 µl containing lX PCR reaction 
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buffer (Gibco; 10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgC12), 0.2µm dNTP, 0.2µm each 
primer, 3 µg cDNA and covered with 100 µl of mineral oil. Taq polymerase (Gibco; 3.75 units) 
was added after the reaction tubes had been heated to 85°C. 
The PCR reaction was carried out by 30 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 45 seconds, 
annealing of primers at 72°C for 45 seconds, and extension at 60°C for 45 seconds. 
Amplification was verified by 5 % polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis followed by staining with 
EtBr to visualize the DNA. The remaining PCR product was extracted from the reaction mixture 
using 100 µl chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (24: 1) followed by a back-extraction with 100 µl water. 
The PCR product in the aqueous phase was EtOH precipitated and resuspended in TE. 
PCR product was then restriction digested with Sacl and EcoRI and directionally cloned 
into M13mp19 (37). Following ligation, the product was transformed into competent DH5a 
cells by heat-shock at 42°C (37). Clones containing VDJ were detected by hybridization (38) 
using a radiolabeled VH probe, p181 (3). Nucleotide sequences were determined for one strand 
in one orientation using the USB Sequenase sequencing kit with the universal primer and a V H 
reverse framework 2 primer (Rev FW2; 5 '-TCCT AAGCTTTCCCTGGAGCCTGGCGGACC-3 '). 
Statistics 
The standard deviations (S.D.) were determined as the square root of the variance (s), 
which was defined using the following formula in which xi represents each data point, x 
represents the arithmetic mean, and n is the total number of data points. 
-2 1: i=I (xi - x) 
s = -----------------
( n - 1) 
Generation of Germfree Rabbits 
CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS 
Based on the model of Knight and Crane (11), we wished to examine the role of bacteria 
in the diversification of the rabbit antibody repertoire. To do this, we generated germfree (GF) 
rabbits. Our rationale was that if microbes were involved in the diversification of the antibody 
repertoire, then rabbits raised under germfree conditions should not diversify their antibody 
molecules. However, these animals are not raised under antigen free conditions, so that if 
germfree rabbits do undergo diversification it could be due to the presence of food antigens. Our 
experimental design was such that each germfree litter was divided into two groups; an 
experimental group raised in germfree isolation, and a control group raised adjacent to the 
isolator. The number of animals in each group was usually decided such that more than half of 
the litter was raised in isolation, but so there were at least 2 animals in each group. 
A schematic of the germfree isolator is shown in Figure 2a. During normal operations, 
the isolator consists of a large vinyl cube containing 2 collapsible rabbit cages. At the beginning 
of each experiment, a connector sleeve (Figure 2b) is attached to the port of the main unit. 
Newborn rabbits were prepared for delivery into the system by the complete hysterectomy of a 
pregnant female. The clamped uterus is passed through a tank of disinfectant and into the sterile 
isolator. Once all of the rabbits are freed from the uterus, the control animals are removed from 
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the isolator and the connector sleeve is removed. When solid food is introduced into the isolator, 
the food canister (Figure 2c) is connected to the main unit by another connector sleeve. 
The results of 14 germfree experiments are summarized in Table 1. We encountered four 
major technical problems during these experiments; temperature control, mega-cecum, a choking 
reaction during bottle feeding, and maintenance of sterility. Our temperature problems were 
resolved by using an electric blanket or a heating element to maintain an ambient temperature of 
30°C in the isolator. As the germfree rabbits either died or were sacrificed in the early GF 
experiments, autopsies revealed that the intestines appeared to be inflated with air and fluid, a 
condition defined as 'mega-cecum.' To prevent this, we began performing cecal ligations on all 
of our experimental animals at day 12 of age (34). 
We also sought to explain our observation of animals having a choking reaction to bottle 
feeding. Newborn rabbits from most of our GF experiments appeared to be choking and 
aspirating milk from the nose during bottle feeding. These episodes, which we termed the 
'aspiration reaction,' occurred with every feeding and increased in severity from coughing to 
gagging and eventually death. Coates and O'Donoghue noted a similar reaction, termed 'feeding 
shock' in young germfree rabbits (39). They proposed that the reaction was actually a 
massive histamine-mediated allergic reaction to foreign milk proteins. In that case, the rabbits 
were sensitized to foreign milk proteins and were continually exposing the rabbits by feeding 
these animals the synthetic milk (40). The discovery of the possible basis of the shock 
reaction prompted us to explore alternative formulae for feeding. We tried the commercial 
preparations Nutramigen and Isomil, which are both human hypoallergenic formulae. Even on 
these surrogate formulae, three animals died of the aspiration reaction. 
As no promising alternatives were found in using the other two formulae, we began 
utilizing milk drawn from lactating rabbits. While using this milk should alleviate any cross 
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reactions, it carried its own set of problems with sterilization. Our attempts involved 
tyndallization, a process of heating the milk to 82°C for 25 minutes on three consecutive days. 
Any heating of the milk over 90°C, either by waterbath or autoclaving, resulted in clumping of 
the milk and in some cases carmelization. We were unable to sterilize any batch of rabbit milk 
by this method. 
Because we had previously observed that the animals undergoing the aspiration reaction 
appeared to aspirate the milk, we considered that the aspiration reaction may have resulted from 
too great a flow rate during feeding and not an allergic reaction at all. We were able to entirely 
prevent the aspiration reaction during our later GF experiments by slowing the flow rate during 
feeding. 
The last major technical difficulty, maintenance of sterility, remained an issue through 
almost all of our GF experiments. However, our final experiment lasted 6 weeks without a breach 
of sterility. 
While most of our GF experiments were unsuccessful in raising animals past 6 weeks of 
age, three separate litters survived up to or beyond that age (litters 10, 11, and 14). In each of 
these experiments, the animals became lethargic, failed to eat, and eventually died or were 
sacrificed. A gross examination of the GF-10 and GF-11 animals revealed that the MLN and 
Peyer's patches were almost non-existent. The appendices of these animals were translucent and 
undeveloped. Autopsies of GF-14 rabbits revealed that cecal ligations were intact, and that the 
appendix was very thin, but well vascularized. In all of the GF animals examined, the major 
organs, as well as the thymus and spleen, appeared normal. A histological comparison of the 
appendix, spleen, and Peyer's patch of a 7 week old GF and a littermate control animal was also 
carried out. This examination revealed no major differences between the spleens of these animals, 
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but there was a drastic reduction in the number of germinal centers in the appendix and the 
Peyer's patches of the GF animal. 
While a breach of sterility may have been the cause of death for the GF-10 and GF-11 
rabbits, we had no indication of why the condition of the GF-14 animals had deteriorated. With 
no clear indications of what corrections to make for the next GF experiment, we decided to halt 
our attempts at GF, and instead concentrate on the surprising results developing from our GF 
control animals. 
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Figure 2: Schematic of germfree isolation unit. a) Main isolation unit as observed during normal 
operations. b) Attachment unit for delivery of uterus into main isolation unit. c) Attachment unit 















Table 1. Summary of 14 germfree experiments. 
Expt. #in #in #of Age at Primary Cause of Death/ 
# litter isolator control Weaning Duration of Experiment 
1 5 4 1 3 wks. Contaminated, 4 wks. 
2 13 6 2 n/a Contaminated, 1 wk. 
3 9 4 2 3 wks. Aspiration Reaction/Surgery, 
3 wks. 
4 11 5 2 n/a Aspiration Reaction/Surgery, 
2 wks. 
5 6 4 2 2 wks. Aspiration Reaction/Surgery, 
2 wks. 
6 10 3 2 n/a Contaminated, 3 wks. 
7 8 3 1 n/a Contaminated, 1 wk. 
8 8 4 1 n/a Contaminated, 4 wks. * 
9 5 3 1 n/a Contaminated, 3 wks. * 
10 2 2 0 6 wks. Contaminated, 7 wks. 
11 8 5 3 5 wks. Contaminated, 6 wks. 
12 10 7 3 n/a Contaminated, 4 wks. * 
13 7 0 0 n/a Stillborn, 0 wks. 
14 7 5 2 3 wks. Unknown, 6 wks. 
# in litter is the total number of fetuses present in the uterus at the time of hysterectomy. The 
results column indicates the major cause of death of the experimental rabbits. The age at weaning 
is the age at which the nursing milk was replaced with rabbit chow and water. The 'aspiration 
reaction' is explained in the text. * indicates that the control animals were not sacrificed at the 
end of the experiment, but instead maintained for study. 
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Germfree control animals 
In conjunction with the production of germfree rabbits, littermate control animals were 
also maintained for each experiment. These animals were raised immediately adjacent to the 
germfree isolator, given cecal ligations, and fed sterile rabbit chow. Aside from being raised 
outside the isolator, the only major differences were that these animals were given distilled non-
sterile water and handled without any special contamination precautions. 
Before examining the VDJ genes of germfree animals, we began by analyzing VDJ genes 
cloned from the control rabbits raised to four months of age. The VDJ genes from lgM 
expressing PBL were PCR amplified using oligonucleotide primers from the conserved V 8 leader 
region and the Cµl domain. The sequences of nine VDJ clones from one four month-old control 
rabbit (GF-8, a2 serotype) are shown in Figure 3a. As a measure of diversity, we examined the 
average numbers of mutations within the rearranged V 8 region, as well as the identity of the 
utilized D segment. Because rabbit predominantly utilizes V8 1 in its heavy chain gene 
rearrangements ( 6), we compared the nucleotide sequences of the rearranged V 8 to germline V 8 1 
and determined the average number of mutations per clone. Similarly, we compared V 8 x and V 8 y 
utilizing clones to germline V 8 y33 or proposed V 8 x, respectively. Other work in our laboratory 
had also shown that the D region utilized in rearrangement was easily identified in newborn 
rabbits, but became less recognizable as somatic mutation increased over the age of the animal. 
Because we knew the sequences of many of the germline D segments, we attempted to identify 
at least 4 amino acids within each utilized D segment in our VDJ clones. We then considered that 
if the D segments could be identified there was limited diversification of the D segment. Based 
on these two criteria, V 8 mutation and D region identification, we determined whether each 
animal had diversified its lg genes. 
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When we examined the clones from our control animal, we found an average of 3 (mean 
2.89 ± S.D. 2.57) mutations per clone within the VH region and identifiable D segments, 
indicating that very limited diversification of the lg genes had occurred in this animal. The degree 
of diversification in this animal is different from what we had predicted, based on our previous 
observation that at 4 months of age most VDJ genes are highly diversified (see Figure 4b, mean 
17.0 ± S.D. 6.88). Because these results were surprising, our first task was to repeat this 
experiment with another germfree control animal raised under similar conditions. The sequences 
of seven VDJ clones from a second 4 month-old control animal (GF-12, a2 serotype) are shown 
in Figure 3b. This animal had an average of 9 (mean 9.43 ± S.D. 6.50) mutations per VH 
region, and about half of the clones had identifiable D segments. Based on our criteria, the VDJ 
genes of this animal were diversified, but not to as great a degree as we had previously observed 
in other colony animals. While our initial observation of limited diversity in a 4 month-old rabbit 
was not repeated in the second control animal examined, we still needed to explain how a 4 
month-old rabbit animal could have predominantly undiversified lg genes. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of the nucleotide sequence of germline V H genes to VDJ gene 
rearrangements cloned from PBL-derived cDNA of two 4 month-old germfree control animals. 
Dots indicate identity to germline VH1-a2, VHx, VHy, and germline JH4. Framework (FR) and 
complementarity determining regions (CDR) are according to Kabat (41). Of the 22 clones 
isolated from two separate animals (13 VHl, 7 VHx, and 2 VHy), 16 complete VDJ sequences are 
shown. a) and b) are clones from two unrelated animals (a2 serotype) raised under similar 
conditions. 





























G V Q C Q S V K E S E G G L F K P T D T L T L T C T V S G F S L S 
GGTGTCCAGTGTCAGTCGGTGAAGGAGTCCGAGGGAGGTCTCTTCAAGCCAACGGATACCCTGACACTCACCTGCACAGTCTCTGGATTCTCCCTCAGTA 
............... c ................................................................................... . 
.•.•..•..•...•.............••......•......••••.••..................................... G ............ . 
.•..•...•••...•...............•.••..•.......••...•...........•..•.......... G .......•................ 
CDRl FR2 CDR2 FW3 
S N A I S W V R Q A P G N G L E W I G A I G S S G S A Y Y A S W A K 
GCAATGCAATAAGCTGGGTCCGCCAGGCTCCAGGGAACGGGCTGGAATGGATCGGAGCCATTGGTAGTAGTGGTAGCGCATACTACGCGAGCTGGGCGAA 
.............................................................. A ..... G ........ A ..................... . 
.............. c .................................................................................... . 
.. T ...................................................... T .... CC.GA ................................ . 
S R S T I T R N T N L N T V T L K M T S L T A A D T A T Y F C A R 
AAGCCGATCCACCATCACCAGAAACACCAACCTGAACACGGTGACTCTGAAAATGACCAGTCTGACAGCCGCGGACACGGCCACCTATTTCTGTGCGAGA 
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Q E Q L K E S G G G L V Q P G G S L K L S C K A S G F D F S S Y G 
CAGGAGCAGCTGAAGGAGTCCGGGGGAGGCCTGGTCCAGCCTGGGGGATCCCTGAAACTCTCCTGCAAAGCTTCTGGATTCGACTTCAGTAGCTATGGAG 
.. cc ............................ cc ................................................................. . 
............................................................... GT .................................. . 
FR2 CDR2 FW3 
V S W V R Q A P G K G L E W I G Y I D P V F G S T Y Y A S W V N D R 
TGAGCTGGGTCCGCCAGGCTCCAGGGAAGGGGCTGGAGTGGATCGGGTACATTGATCCTGTTTTTGGTAGCACATACTACGCGAGCTGGGTGAATGACCG 
•••.........•.......... A .. G ..••........•••..................... • · · · · · · · • · · • • · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
F T I S S H N A Q N T L Y L Q L N S L T P A D T A T Y F C A R 
ATTCACCATCTCCAGCCACAACGCCCAGAACACGCTGTATCTGCAACTGAACAGTCTGACACCTGCGGACACGGCCACCTATTTCTGTGCGAGA 
.............................. T .............................................................. . 



















V Q C Q Q L E Q S G G G A G G G L V K P G G S L E L C C K A S G F 
GTGTCCAGTGTCAGCAGCTGGAGCAGTCCGGAGGAGGAGCCGGAGGAGGCCTGGTCAAGCCTGGGGGATCCCTGGAACTCTGCTGCAAAGCCTCTGGATT 
CDRl FW2 CDR2 
S L S S S Y W I C W V R Q A P G K G L E W I G C I Y A G S G S T H 
CTCCCTCAGTAGCAGCTACTGGATATGCTGGGTCCGCCAGGCTCCAGGGAAGGGCCTGGAGTGGATTGGATGCATTTATGCTGGTAGTGGTAGCACACAC 
...................••.•.........•...••................ G .•.........•....•........•••...•....•...•.... 
FW3 
Y A S W V N G R F T L S R D I D P S T G C L Q L N S L T A A D T A 
TACGCGAGCTGGGTGAATGGCCGATTCACTCTCTCCAGAGACATCGACCCGAGCACAGGTTGCCTACAACTGAACAGTCTGACAGCCGCGGACACGGCCA 





.TGCT ... G.TCCC .................................. Dl/Jl 
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G V Q C Q S V K E S E G G L F K P T D T L T L T C T V S G F S L S 
GGTGTCCAGTGTCAGTCGGTGAAGGAGTCCGAGGGAGGTCTCTTCAAGCCAACGGATACCCTGACACTCACCTGCACAGTCTCTGGATTCTCCCTCAGTA 
........................................................... T ....................................... . 
CDRl FR2 CDR2 FW3 
S N A I S W V R Q A P G N G L E W I G A I G S S G S A Y Y A S W A K 
GCAATGCAATAAGCTGGGTCCGCCAGGCTCCAGGGAACGGGCTGGAATGGATCGGAGCCATTGGTAGTAGTGGTAGCGCATACTACGCGAGCTGGGCGAA 
..................................... G .......... AC ...... AT .... AA .. C. TA ............................. . 
. TT ... G. G. G ..................................... AC ...... TGG ... A ... C. G .............................. . 
...... T ...... T ........................................... AG .... T ................................... . 
A. T .......... T ................................................ AA .... TA ....... A ..................... . 
S R S T I T R N T N L N T V T L K M T S L T A A D T A T Y F C A R 
AAGCCGATCCACCATCACCAGAAACACCAACCTGAACACGGTGACTCTGAAAATGACCAGTCTGACAGCCGCGGACACGGCCACCTATTTCTGTGCGAGA 
................................................. c ................................................. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T ..... T ........................ T ..... NN .............................. . 
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Q E Q L K E S G G G L V Q P G G S L K L S C K A S G F D F S S Y G 
CAGGAGCAGCTGAAGGAGTCCGGGGGAGGCCTGGTCCAGCCTGGGGGATCCCTGAAACTCTCCTGCAAAGCTTCTGGATTCGACTTCAGTAGCTATGGAG 
FR2 CDR2 FW3 
V S W V R Q A P G K G L E W I G Y I D P V F G S T Y Y A S W V N D R 
TGAGCTGGGTCCGCCAGGCTCCAGGGAAGGGGCTGGAGTGGATCGGGTACATTGATCCTGTTTTTGGTAGCACATACTACGCGAGCTGGGTGAATGACCG 
F T I S S H N A Q N T L Y L Q L N S L T P A D T A T Y F C A R 
ATTCACCATCTCCAGCCACAACGCCCAGAACACGCTGTATCTGCAACTGAACAGTCTGACACCTGCGGACACGGCCACCTATTTCTGTGCGAGA 




......... A. C .................................. D2a/J4 
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Figure 3b: Continued. 
FRl 
V Q C Q Q L E Q S G G G A G G G L V K P G G S L E L C C K A S G F 
VHY GTGTCCAGTGTCAGCAGCTGGAGCAGTCCGGAGGAGGAGCCGGAGGAGGCCTGGTCAAGCCTGGGGGATCCCTGGAACTCTGCTGCAAAGCCTCTGGATT 
1752 ..................................................................................... T ............. . 
CDRl FW2 CDR2 
S L S S S Y W I C W V R Q A P G K G L E W I G C I Y A G S G S T 
VHY CTCCCTCAGTAGCAGCTACTGGATATGCTGGGTCCGCCAGGCTCCAGGGAAGGGCCTGGAGTGGATTGGATGCATTTATGCTGGTAGlllTGGTAGCACA 
1752 ... T ............. CTA .. c ................................ 111 ....... . c ............ A ....... TAG ......... . 
FW3 
H Y A S W V N G R F T L S R D I D P S T G C L Q L N S L T A A D T 
VHY CACTACGCGAGCTGGGTGAATGGCCGATTCACTCTCTCCAGAGACATCGACCCGAGCACAGGTTGCCTACAACTGAACAGTCTGACAGCCGCGGACACGG 
1752 T ................................................... A ................................... T .......... . 
A M Y Y C A R 
VHY CCATGTATTACTGTGCGAGA 






GCT ... G.TCCC.................................. D?IJ2 
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Determination of Factors Affecting Antibody Diversification 
Because our observations on the germfree control animals did not correlate with the 
Knight and Crane model, we then sought to define the factors which could be responsible for an 
undiversified 4 month-old rabbit. We considered how the rearing environment of our germfree 
control animals differed from that of our normal colony animals; cesarian section delivery, cecal 
ligation, nursing on artificial milk, and lack of contact with normal colony animals. In addition, 
we considered that diversification may not be as common a phenomenon as proposed in the 
model, that it may be under developmental control, or that diversification could vary between 
littermates. The conditions which we were able to test are described below. 
Antibody diversification in colony rabbits 
To confirm that rabbits raised in our main colony diversify their lg genes by 4 months 
of age, we examined VDJ sequences from four randomly selected rabbits ranging from 3 to 6 
months of age. Our rationale was that if diversification was not a general phenomenon in our 
colony rabbits, we would expect to find rabbits in our colony with undiversified VDJ sequences. 
The sequences of the VDJ genes cloned from these animals are shown in Figure 4. A cursory 
examination of the clones isolated from these four rabbits reveals that all of these animals have 
diversified their VDJ genes. A numerical analysis of these data reveals that at 3, 4, 5, and 6 
months of age the VH regions have an average of 14, 17, 21, and 14 mutations per clone, 
respectively. The finding of only 14 mutations per clone in the 6 month-old animal suggests that 
there is some variability between animals, an observation previously made in our laboratory. We 
also found that, as expected, diversification of the D segment increases over time: The identity 
of the D regions of one-half of the VDJ genes can be postulated at 3 months, but essentially none 
of the D regions could be identified in VDJ genes cloned from rabbits 5 or 6 months of age. 
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While we examined only 4 animals of our colony, these data, in conjunction with unpublished 
data in our laboratory, strongly support the idea that essentially all VDJ genes are diversified in 
colony animals before 3 months of age. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of the nucleotide sequence of germline VH genes to VDJ gene 
rearrangements cloned from PBL-derived cDNA of random colony animals 3 to 6 months-old. 
Dots indicate identity to germline VHl-al, VH1-a2, and germline J~. Framework (FR) and 
complementarity determining regions (CDR) are according to Kabat (41). Of the 20 clones 
isolated (20 VHl), 18 complete VDJ sequences are shown. a) Clones from one 3 month-old 
animal (al serotype, mean number of mutations/V region 14.0 ± S.D. 5.05). b) Clones from one 
4 month-old animal (a2 serotype, mean number of mutations/V region 17.0 ± S.D. 6.88). c) 
Clones from one 5 month-old animal (a2 serotype, mean number of mutations/V region 21.2 ± 
S.D. 10.57). d) Clones from one 6 month-old animal (a2 serotype, mean number of mutations/V 
region 14.0 ± S.D. 4.32). 

























G V Q C Q S V E E S G G R L V T P G T P L T L T C T V S G F S L S 
GGTGTCCAGTGTCAGTCGGTGGAGGAGTCCGGGGGTCGCCTGGTCACGCCTGGGACACCCCTGACACTCACCTGCACAGTCTCTGGATTCTCCCTCAGTA 
.................. C ............................................................ C .......... A .. A .... AT 
.............................................................................................. c .... . 
.................. C ............................................................ C .......... A .. A ..... . 
.................................................................. A ............................... C. 
CDRl FR2 CDR2 
S Y A M S W V R Q A P G K G L E W I G I I S S S G S T Y Y A S W A 
GCTATGCAATGAGCTGGGTCCGCCAGGCTCCAGGGAAGGGGCTGGAATGGATCGGAATCATT///AGTAGTAGTGGTAGCACATACTACGCGAGCTGGGC 
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........... G ....................... G ............ AC ...... T ........... G .. G ..................... A ..... . 
.... C.AC ................................................ G .................. C .. CT ................... . 
FR3 
K G R F T I S K T S T T V D L K I T S P T T E D T A T Y F C A R 
GAAAGGCCGATTCACCATCTCCAAAACCTCG///ACCACGGTGGATCTGAAAATCACCAGTCCGACAACCGAGGACACGGCCACCTATTTCTGTGCCAGA 
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G V Q C Q S V K E S E G G L F K P T D T L T L T C T V S G F S L S 
GGTGTCCAGTGTCAGTCGGTGAAGGAGTCCGAGGGAGGTCTCTTCAAGCCAACGGATACCCTGACACTCACCTGCACAGTCTCTGGATTCTCCCTCAGTA 
................................................ TT ................................................. . 
..........••••............ A .......•...........•..... G ....••..•....••.........•••••..............•... 
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CDRl FR2 CDR2 FW3 
S N A I S W V R Q A P G N G L E W I G A I G S S G S A Y Y A S W A K 
GCAATGCAATAAGCTGGGTCCGCCAGGCTCCAGGGAACGGGCTGGAATGGATCGGAGCCATTGGTAGTAGTGGTAGCGCATACTACGCGAGCTGGGCGAA 
..................................... G. A ...... G ......... TA .... A .. TA. C ...... A .............. C ........ . 
. T .......... A ........................ G.A ...... G ......... TT .... AA .... G .............................. . 
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G V Q C Q S V K E S E G G L F K P T D T L T L T C T V S G F S L S 
GGTGTCCAGTGTCAGTCGGTGAAGGAGTCCGAGGGAGGTCTCTTCAAGCCAACGGATACCCTGACACTCACCTGCACAGTCTCTGGATTCTCCCTCAGTA 
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G V Q C Q S V K E S E G G L F K P T D T L T L T C T V S G F S L S 
GGTGTCCAGTGTCAGTCGGTGAAGGAGTCCGAGGGAGGTCTCTTCAAGCCAACGGATACCCTGACACTCACCTGCACAGTCTCTGGATTCTCCCTCAGTA 
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Effects of appendectomy on antibody diversification 
Because the GALT, and more specifically the appendix, has been proposed as a site of 
rabbit B cell diversification, we wanted to test if removal of the appendix would affect antibody 
repertoire development. If the appendix is required for the development of the antibody 
repertoire, then we would expect that surgical removal of the appendix would adversely affect 
antibody diversity. 
We utilized a litter of six rabbits and appendectomized three of them at day 3 of age, 
while the other three were untreated. All of these animals were then returned to their mother and 
allowed to develop under normal colony conditions. At 10 weeks of age, PBL from each of these 
animals was isolated, and the VDJ genes PCR amplified, cloned, and sequenced. The sequences 
of VDJ genes cloned from these animals are shown in Figure 5 compared with germline V H 1-a2 
or V Hx. An examination of these clones reveals that all of these clones are diversified to a degree 
consistent with an animal of 10 weeks of age. Remember that the diversification process occurs 
over time, so that while these clones may not have as many mutations as observed in previous 
figures, they are considered diversified for an animal 10 weeks of age. A comparison of the 
appendectomized and control groups reveals that no major differences in V H region mutation or 
D region identification exists between these two groups (8.29 ± S.D. 4.86 and 10.14 ± S.D. 
3.02 V region mutations per clone, respectively). These results suggest that the removal of the 
appendix has little effect on the diversification of the rabbit antibody repertoire. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of the nucleotide sequence of germline V H genes to VDJ gene 
rearrangements cloned from PBL-derived cDNA of 10 week-old appendectomized littermates. 
Dots indicate identity to germline VH1-a2, VHx, and germline JH4. Framework (FR) and 
complementarity determining regions (CDR) are according to Kabat (41). Of the 19 clones 
isolated (13 VHl, 5 VHx, 1 VHz), 14 complete VDJ sequences are shown. a) Surgically untreated 
littermates. Clones 1354, 1358, and 1407 are from littermate #cl; clones 1377, 1378, 1409, and 
1410 are from littermate #c2. b) Appendectomized littermates. Clones 1387, 1390, and 1391 are 
from littermate #a2; clones 1394, 1396, 1398, and 1399 are from littermate #a3 
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Effects of milk on antibody diversification 
One of the major differences between our germfree control animals and our main colony 
animals is the milk on which they are raised. Colony rabbits nurse naturally on mother's milk, 
while our control animals were raised on the synthetic puppy milk, Esbilac. In order to test the 
effects of nursing milk on the diversification of the antibody repertoire, we divided cesarian 
section derived litters of rabbits into two groups, both of which were raised in the main rabbit 
colony. One group was allowed to nurse normally, while the second group was bottle-fed Esbilac. 
A summary of the results from the three litters we used for these experiments is shown in Table 
2. While no sequence data was obtained from any animals, the most striking observation was that 
no rabbit fed Esbilac at the main colony survived past 2 weeks of age. We attribute this to two 
main factors. First, errors in feeding methodology are thought to be partly responsible, as some 
animals were lost to the aspiration reaction. However, animals exhibiting no aspiration reaction 
symptoms also failed to survive. While we can only speculate on the effects of milk on antibody 
diversification, we believe that animals raised on Esbilac in this environment fail to thrive in the 
colony environment due to a lack of passive immunity passed on through the mother's milk. 
Table 2: Summary of 3 experiments testing the effect of synthetic milk on antibody 
diversification. 
Expt. #in #with #bottle Cause of death of 
# litter mother fed bottle-fed rabbits 
1 10 3 4 Aspiration Reaction, 
2 8 2 3 Unknown, 
3 7 3 4 Temperature/ 
Unknown, 
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# in litter is the total number of fetuses present in the uterus at the time of cesarian section. The 
'aspiration reaction' is explained in the text. 
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Effects of colony contact on antibody diversification 
As our initial interest was the role of bacteria in diversification, it was reasonable to 
consider the effects of contact with other colony animals on diversification. Our rationale was that 
if colony animals are exposed to agents responsible for diversification, then animals delivered by 
cesarian section and raised in a separate facility should not diversify. As we could neither raise 
rabbits in the main colony on Esbilac, nor provide a sterile source of mothers milk, we tested 
whether the combination of milk and environment did affect antibody diversity in littermate 
controls. In order to carry out these experiments, we maintained a separate animal facility and 
the sharing of equipment and personnel between the two facilities was kept to a minimum. A 
litter of six pups was delivered by cesarian section, and three pups were raised by their mother 
at the main colony. The other three pups were hand-raised by us on Esbilac until weaning at 5 
weeks. At that time the hand-raised litter was fed autoclaved rabbit chow, while those raised at 
the colony received normal rabbit chow. At two months of age all of the animals were bled, and 
the VDJ genes were PCR amplified, cloned, and sequenced. The sequences of the VDJ genes 
cloned from these animals are shown in Figure 6. Even at first glance, a difference in diversity 
is evident between the two groups. For the clones isolated from hand-raised animals very few 
changes from germline VHl are evident (mean 2.38 ± S.D. 4.21), and almost all of the D 
regions are identifiable. Conversely, the V H regions of those animals raised in the main colony 
have an average of 15 mutations per clone (mean 15.3 ± S.D. 11.42) and only two of the D 
regions are identifiable. However, one clone (1847) is completely undiversified. This is not 
surprising, as we have previously found undiversified VDJ genes in rabbits up to 4 months of 
age. Given these results, we conclude that the environment in which these animals are raised has 
a definite effect on the diversification of the antibodies of these rabbits. Whether this is due to 
our milk supplement or to exposure to other colony animals is still yet to be determined. 
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At 7 months of age, the three hand-raised pups were sacrificed and their tissues 
examined. No major differences were noted for any of the major organs, as well as the spleen 
and thymus. However, the appendices of these animals were smaller and less cellular than 
expected for a colony rabbit of this age. In addition, the Peyer's patches were highly 
underdeveloped, with some completely lacking any cellular infiltration or follicular character. 
These autopsy findings are similar to previous observations of germfree rabbits, in which the 
GALT failed to develop in absence of exogenous bacteria. Further histological examination of 
these tissues is yet to be carried out. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of the nucleotide sequence of germline VH genes to VDJ gene 
rearrangements cloned from PBL-derived cDNA of 2 month-old littermates raised under normal 
colony and germfree control conditions. Dots indicate identity to germline V H l-a2 and germline 
JH4. Framework (FR) and complementarity determining regions (CDR) are according to Kabat 
(41). Of the 24 clones isolated (22 VHl, 2 VHx), 18 complete VDJ sequences are shown. 
Littermates raised at main rabbit colony. Clones 1845 and 1846 are from rabbit #4 (a2 serotype), 
clones 1938-1941 are from rabbit #5 (a2 serotype), and clones 1847, 1848 1943, and 1944 are 
from rabbit #6 (a2 serotype). b) Littermates raised under "germfree" control conditions. Clones 
1843, 1844, and 1849 are from rabbit #1 (a2 serotype), clones 1974 and 1976 are from rabbit 
#2 (a2 serotype), and clones 1933-1935 are from rabbit #3 (a2 serotype). 
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Rearing of Germfree Rabbits 
CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION 
Because Knight and Crane (11) had proposed a central role for bacteria in the generation 
of the rabbit antibody repertoire, we generated GF rabbits in order to test this aspect of their 
model. Of 14 attempts at raising GF rabbits, only 3 litters survived past 6 weeks of age. While 
breaches in sterility could have been responsible for the loss of two of the oldest litters, the last 
litter died for unknown reasons. 
Pleasants and colleagues maintained and bred 3 generations of GF rabbits (42). I 
suggest that the difference between our experiments and those of Pleasants, in longevity of 
maintaining GF rabbits, resulted from nutritional differences between their nursing milk and our 
synthetic milk, Esbilac. In all of our GF experiments, we utilized commercially available milk 
preparations, while Pleasants' group developed chemically defined and nutritionally enhanced 
liquid and solid foods for raising their GF rabbits (34). By using these enhanced diets, they were 
able to increase their weaning survival rates from 23 to 75 % . While the need for raising GF 
rabbits may have decreased in the light of the data presented here, any future attempts at GF 
rabbits will require an examination of the diet utilized for rearing. 
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Role of Bacteria in Antibody Diversity 
Before examining the degree of antibody diversity in our GF animals, we examined the 
VDJ genes of the GF control animals. We expected these control animals to be diversified, as 
they were not raised in the absence of bacterial antigens. To our surprise, we found one four 
month-old animal with almost completely undiversified VDJ genes, and a second animal of the 
same age significantly less diversified then what we had previously observed in colony animals 
of the same age. 
While we had hypothesized that GF animals could have diversified their VDJ genes in 
response to self or food antigens, the lack of diversification in the control animals was 
unexpected. However, it had also been suggested that specific bacteria, possibly the rabbit enteric 
Bacteroides, were the agents involved in antibody diversification (Knight and Crane, personal 
communication). This would be consistent with the results observed in the GF control rabbits, 
as these animals were delivered by cesarian section and were not exposed to other colony rabbits. 
Our handling of these animals would probably not have exposed these rabbits to Bacteroides, as 
this genus is a non-sporulating anaerobe. If Bacteroides is indeed the agent inducing VDJ gene 
diversification in rabbit, then rabbits raised away from the main colony but exposed to 
Bacteroides should diversify their VDJ genes. 
In our main rabbit colony, one of the possible ways for bacteria to be passed to newborn 
rabbits is through mother's milk. Mother's milk provides not only nutrition to the offspring, but 
also passive immunity and bacterial flora. In order to examine the effect of nursing on mothers 
milk on antibody diversity, we attempted to raise cesarian-section derived rabbits at our main 
rabbit colony on our synthetic milk replacer. None of these bottle-fed rabbits survived more than 
10 days, while their maternally fed littermates lived normally. I hypothesize that our bottle fed 
rabbits failed to survive due to a lack of passive immunity passed from mother to offspring. As 
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newborn rabbits have been shown to be immunocompromised at birth, these bottle-fed animals 
may not be able to survive the antigenic challenge of life within the rabbit colony. 
One possible method to surmount this problem is to provide passive immunity to bottle-
fed newborns raised in the main rabbit colony by injection of maternal serum. If these animals 
survived, we would then be able to reexamine the question of whether synthetic milk affects 
antibody diversity within the main rabbit colony. This is important, because the question of 
whether antibody diversification is a developmental event or not has not been addressed. It is 
possible, that our synthetic formula does not provide enough nutrition to the newborns, and we 
are in effect retarding their growth. We have observed that newborn rabbits raised by nursing 
females grow faster and are healthier than their bottle fed littermates. By bottle feeding, then, we 
are merely delaying the diversification of the antibody repertoire. 
As we could not raise newborn rabbits in the main rabbit colony on our synthetic milk, 
nor provide a source of sterile rabbit milk for feeding, we had to examine the effects of colony 
contact in conjunction with the effects of mother's milk. We established a second rabbit colony 
in which all of the animals were delivered by cesarian section and not allowed contact with our 
main colony animals. We examined one litter of newborn rabbits, in which half of the litter was 
raised in our new colony, while the other half was raised on a nursing female at the main colony. 
At two months of age we found that our 'clean' new colony rabbits had barely diversified VDJ 
genes, while their littermates raised at the main rabbit colony had diversified their VDJ genes to 
a degree consistent with normal colony animals. These results repeated our initial observations 
of the 4 month-old GP control animal. We have further examined these littermates at 3.5 and 5 
months of age, and preliminary examination of these VDJ sequences reveal that these animals 
have not diversified their VDJ genes to any significant degree by 5 months of age. These results 
would suggest that a lack of colony contact fails to induce diversification of the VDJ genes. 
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While this still could be due to a developmental event, I find this unlikely. I favor the idea that 
the lack of VDJ gene diversification in our 'clean' animals results from a lack of exposure to 
specific colony bacteria. 
Role of the Appendix in Antibody Diversity 
Another major tenet of the Knight and Crane model is that the GALT, including the 
appendix, is the site at which lg diversification occurs in response to a bacterial stimulus. One 
prediction of this is that the GALT in GP animals would not develop, as no bacteria would be 
present. When we examined our GP rabbits which had survived past 6 weeks of age, the autopsy 
results indicated that the appendix, MLN, and Peyer's patches were relatively underdeveloped. 
A histological examination also showed a drastic reduction in the number of germinal centers in 
the GP appendix and Peyer's patches. This suggests that in the absence of gut flora, the GALT 
fails to develop its lymphoid character. However, the question of whether the bacteria induce the 
GALT to develop directly, or instead stimulate B cells which then migrate to the GALT is yet 
to be examined. 
Another of our experiments examined the effects of appendectomy on antibody diversity. 
It has previously been shown that removal of the chicken bursa prior to infiltration of 
undiversified B cells results in an animal lacking a diverse antibody repertoire (22). If the rabbit 
appendix is indeed a 'bursal equivalent' then we might expect appendectomy to affect the rabbit 
antibody repertoire. However, the results from our appendectomized rabbits indicates no 
significant differences in VDJ gene diversification between the appendectomized and control 
groups. 
While this would suggest that the appendix has a limited role in antibody diversity, these 
results are consistent with the Knight and Crane model. They proposed that the GALT, not only 
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the appendix, is the site of antibody diversification. In these appendectomized rabbits, the B cells 
may migrate to other tissues of the GALT (Peyer's patches and the sacculus rotundus) and 
diversify their lg genes there. Experiments to test this possibility, by removing the appendix, 
sacculus rotundus, and Peyer's patches, are currently in progress. 
Another explanation of the appendectomized data is that removal of the appendix at day 
3 is too late to affect antibody diversity, as B cells may have already passed through the appendix 
and into the periphery by that time. However, this is unlikely, as the appendix has not acquired 
its lymphoid character by 3 days (25), and diversified B cells are not found at that early age (5). 
The Neonatal Repertoire 
The most startling finding from all of our experiments is that our 'clean' rabbits have 
survived to over six months of age with an undiversified antibody repertoire. Knight and Crane 
proposed that a diversified repertoire would be necessary for the survival of the animal. 
However, these rabbits have lived normally in an non-germfree environment. This suggests that 
the primary antibody repertoire, produced by recombinatorial joining, is not as functionally 
limited as previously proposed. This could result from the presence of N and P segments in all 
of the VDJ clones examined. These nucleotides form the antigen binding cleft, and variations 
could change specificity. These various specificities could compensate for the limited V H, D and 
JH repertoire in these animals. 
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Future Directions 
With the previous findings in mind, I propose the following future experiments to further 
explore both the role of the bacteria in the generation of the rabbit antibody repertoire, and the 
immune status of rabbits with undiversified VDJ genes. 
Establishment of an isolated rabbit colony 
Because we have demonstrated that cesarian section derived rabbits raised away from the 
main rabbit colony fail to diversify their VDJ genes, establishment of a separate rabbit colony 
will provide an experimental system for examining a number of questions regarding rabbit 
repertoire development. This colony would probably be similar to an SPF environment, and we 
are currently examining antibody diversity in SPF rabbits. Once established, this colony would 
provide 'clean' rabbits without any labor intensive feeding or animal care. 
This colony provides a method for examining the role of mother's milk in repertoire 
development. While we could not provide a source of sterile mother's milk previously, animals 
born into this colony would be raised by their natural mothers who would provide milk. If these 
newborns fail to diversify their VDJ genes, this suggests that colony contact influences repertoire 
development independent of the milk used for nursing. 
This would also answer our questions regarding diversity as a developmental event. A 
litter of 'clean' rabbits could be divided with half raised by a 'clean' mother, and the other half 
raised by a main colony female. If diversity varies between the littermates raised in the different 
colonies, development becomes less likely as a reason for the differences in antibody diversity 
as all of the littermates are raised on mother's milk. 
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Rabbits in this colony would also be available to examine the immune status of 
undiversified rabbits. Rabbits from this colony would allow us to examine if undiversified rabbits 
are immunocompetent. 
Identification of the bacterial agent involved in diversification 
With a colony of undiversified rabbits, we may then begin to examine which bacterial 
agents are responsible for inducing antibody diversification. The ability of our 'clean' animals 
to survive antigenic exposure from humans but yet not diversify, suggests that specific agents are 
involved in diversity. With the establishment of a separate rabbit colony we may then begin to 
examine the resident bacterial flora of the 'clean' and main colony rabbits. A comparison of these 
two bacterial profiles would suggest possible bacterial candidates for inducing diversification. 
Once bacterial candidates are enumerated, they could be tested by bacterial reconstitution 
experiments. Litters of 'clean' rabbits could be divided with half of the animals exposed to the 
bacterial candidates. An examination of the VDJ genes of these animals would reveal if the 
bacteria introduced influenced diversity. 
Role of bacteria in diversification 
While the previous experiments would propose candidate bacteria involved in antibody 
diversification, the precise role of bacteria in antibody diversification is yet to be examined. We 
have no data regarding whether B cells home to a bacterially exposed GALT, or whether B cells 
and bacteria interact and then home to the GALT. In addition, the bacterial agent could be a 
surface molecule, or even a B cell superantigen rather than intact organisms. The bacterial 
product protein A of S. aureus has been proposed as a B cell superantigen, as well as the gp120 
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glycoprotein of HIV ( 43-45). Binding studies need to be performed to identify whether B cells 
from newborn rabbits and undiversified lg can bind to bacterial molecules. 
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